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Energy transmission on single wire in 'It Is Quite Another Electricity'
Author Michael Bank proposes wire system to cut back energy cost
JERUSALEM – In this modern day and age, electricity has become an indispensible necessity. But
somehow, there is still a problem in distributing energy. “It Is Quite Another Electricity”
(published by Partridge Singapore), authored by Michael Bank, offers methods to reduce cost of
electricity.
The book gives a modern representation about electric current; it is shown that a Single-Line
Electricity (SLE) method can be used to transmit signals of any frequency including direct current
and without any additional losses. The book gives a possible explanation of the grounding effect.
It is proposed in the book a new kind of antenna (MB antenna) which uses single line method.
“It Is Quite Another Electricity” proposes system can be applied to a three-phase transmission
signal and to collect energy from the “green” sources. The book also describes in detail the
energy transfer on the underground and underwater lines. The book gives detailed comparison
between SLE and known SWER system.
The author hopes that his book will be distributed in libraries of all universities and firms
which develops and manufactures electricity equipment for the benefit of students,
professors in the field of electricity theory and engineers in the electrical industry.
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About the Author
Michael Bank graduated from the University of Communications in St. Petersburg. After that,
he received the title of doctor and then a professor. Prior to this book, he published five books,
more than 120 articles and received more than 30 patents. In 1992, Bank immigrated to Israel
where he currently works as a professor and heads the firm “Manfred.”
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